Paper:
The Original Social Media
A Primer on the Popularity and the Plethora of Physical
Properties of Paper in the Print Production Process.

The Importance of Paper
Long before the era of InstaFaceTwitLink,
paper was - and still is - the trusted
medium of choice to communicate radical
ideas, biblical truths, self-evident truths,
love letters, sonnets, treaties, and even
the phone number and address of your
local physics professor.
Paper has come a long way since the
Chinese invented the process in roughly
105 AD. There are quite a few options to
consider when you are planning your next
world-changing print project.
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Why Paper?

Still not sure if investing
in print media is right for
you? According to Forbes
Magazine, print materials
and publications offer your
customers and prospects a
brand experience that can’t be
replicated online.1 To the right
are 6 reasons that stress the
importance of print media
and why your print media
publications will make a
lasting impact on your target
market.2
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1 Print is Tangible.
2 Print is Credible.

Publications, brochures, posters and other types of printed materials are physical
items. These items can stay in offices or homes for months or even years after they are received.

Like the feeling you get when you see The New York Times or your favorite
magazine on the rack, there is something to be said about the feeling of legitimacy that comes from
print. You are able to put the printed piece down and comeback at any time to resume your reading.
And print media requires “real estate”. As marketers, we like this! A printed piece placed on the
corner of a desk will be there day after day until it is picked back up to be viewed.

3 Print Establishes Your Brand.

Printed publications and other branded materials is an excellent way
to establish your brand. It allows you to bring the aesthetic qualities of font, colors, images and
texture that helps to establish brand recognition.

4 Print Helps You Reach Your Target Market.

The design and placement of your company ads in
publications, newspapers and magazines can help you reach your target audience, whether it
be a niche market or the general public. By leveraging the data of demographics, you are able to
strategically place your brand in the right place at the right time, in front of the right audience.

5 Print is More Engaging.

Websites are often skimmed in as little as 15 seconds per visit. When a
customer or prospect reads a printed material, they are more engaged for a longer period of time. On
average, a consumer spend 43 minutes reading a magazine.

6 Less Print, Is More For You.

With more companies taking their marketing efforts online, the old has
become new again as print media becomes the new trend. But this isn’t your parents’ world of print
media communications! Marketers have more information and data to make calculated decisions
about content, consumption, consumers, and collateral types. Customers’ and prospects’ email
inboxes are overflowing with unsolicited ads and non-worthy news, most of which is largely ignored.
With this in mind, designing and sharing a great printed marketing piece should be high on your list
of strategic marketing initiatives.

The Characteristics of Paper
Paper can be very complex - particularly when it comes to trying to identify what paper you want to use
for a project you are developing. A letterhead, business card, die cut door hanger, post card, product label,
packaging - these all have unique uses that require one to identify the paper needed based on the following
characteristics;
1. Grade 2. Finish 3. Weight 4. Opacity 5. Brightness 6. Ink Holdout
Each of these variables (and more) come into play and together defines the character of paper and how it
prints.
67# Vellum Bristol
80# Gloss Cover

11pt C2S
70# Smooth Text

100# Gloss Cover

80# Smooth Uncoated Cover +
60# Smooth Uncoated Text

16 Pt C2S
80# Matte Cover
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120# Uncoated Cover

Common Paper Grades

Grade

Finish

Opacity, Brightness
& Ink Holdout

Weight

Specifying grades of paper can be confusing because there are so many different kinds of paper out there with similar
thickness & weight (see the comparison chart on page 9). Here are the common grades in commercial printing and some of the
applications for them. The number (in parentheses) is the size of the parent sheet, or the typical size you would buy from the mill.

Bond/Writing (17x22)

Common Basis Weights
13#, 16#, 20#, 24#, 28#, 32#, 36#, 40#

Commonly used for letters and business forms, they have surfaces which
accept ink readily from a pen or pencil and can be easily erased. Most
letterhead and business forms are a standard 8.5”x11” size.

Book/Text (25x38)

Common Basis Weights
40#, 50#, 60#, 70#, 80#, 90#, 100#

Interchangeably used in the print industry, these are also called offset
papers. These come in the widest range of colors and are more opaque
than bond. They come available as Uncoated & Coated. There are some
actual differences in Book & Text; Book papers come in smooth or vellum
finishes and have a wider range of weights & thickness (caliper) than Text.
Text papers have more colors and finishes available.

Cover (20x26)

Tag (24x36)

Common Basis Weights
100#, 125#, 150#, 175#, 200#, 250#

Tag paper is a heavy utility grade of paper best used to print hangtags
for consumer goods such as clothing and accessories. Tag paper must be
strong and durable, yet deliver a strong performance on press.
Common Basis Weights

Bristol (22.5x28.5)

67#, 80#, 100#, 120#, 140#, 160#

Vellum Bristol is a fine quality cardboard paper usually made by laminating
several sheets together. The toothy, soft finish makes the paper relatively
absorbent and fast drying.

Suggested Uses for Text,Cover & Writing Papers

Common Basis Weights
50#, 60#, 65#, 80#, 90#, 100#, 110#, 120#

Complement lighter Book/Text papers in heavier weights and matching
colors for use as covers on booklets. etc. Special characteristics of Cover
stocks include dimensional stability, durability, good scoring, folding,
embossing and die-cutting qualities. It is a useful rule of thumb that
Cover stock of the same basis weight as text paper has about twice the
thickness.

Index (22.5x35)

Common Basis Weights

Announcements
Annual reports
Book jackets
Brochures

Business cards
Calendars
Calling cards
Catalogs

Directories
Enclosures
Envelopes
Folders

Greeting cards
Inserts
Invitations
Letterheads

Manuals
Maps
Memos
Menus

Posters
Programs
Quarterly reports
Textbooks

Suggested Uses for Vellum Bristol, Tag & Index

90#, 110#, 140#, 170#

Index paper is a stiff, inexpensive paper with a smooth finish. Offering
high thickness but low weight, this paper is an ideal choice for business
reply cards.
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Direct Mail

File Folders

Hang Tags

Reply Cards

Tabs/Divider Pages

Table Tents

Types of Paper Finishes
Grade

Finish

Weight

Opacity, Brightness
& Ink Holdout

Paper Finishes vary depending on the nature of the paper. Depending on whether the sheet is uncoated will dictate the finish
available. Below is a flow chart of the availability of finishes and the definitions...

Coated Paper

Coated paper has been coated with a surface sealant, typically clay, to
impart certain qualities to the paper, including weight, surface gloss,
smoothness or reduced ink absorbency. The coating on the paper reduces
dot gain by not allowing the ink to absorb into the paper. This allows for
cleaner crisper printing, especially in photos, blends and fine details. Coated
papers come in numerous options: gloss, matte, dull and satin finish.

Gloss

This paper has a high sheen. Gloss papers have less bulk and
opacity and are typically less expensive than dull & matte paper
of equal thickness. Gloss coatings reduce ink absorption, which
give the sheet an excellent color definition.

Satin

Has a less shiny coated finish. It has a lower gloss level than
gloss finish, yet a higher gloss level than matte finish. Colors are
sharp and vivid.

Dull

This coated paper is a smooth surface paper that is low in gloss.
Dull coated paper can fall between matte and glossy paper
depending on the manufacturer.

Matte

Non-glossy, flat looking paper with very little sheen. Matte papers
are more opaque, contain greater bulk, and are higher in cost. The
coating still keeps much of the ink from being absorbed by the
paper, which produces excellent, vibrant color.
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Uncoated Paper

Uncoated paper stock is paper that has not been coated with a surface
sealant. Inks dry by absorbing into the paper. This paper type can dull the
colors that are printed. Uncoated papers comprise a vast number of paper
types and are available in a variety of surfaces, both smooth and textured.
Some of the common types are wove or smooth, laid and linen.

Wove or Smooth
A very smooth surface

Laid

Created with textured lines on its surface. This finish is used
mostly for business stationery elements, like letterhead,
envelopes and business cards.

Linen

Similar to a laid finish, this paper has textured lines on the
surface of the sheet, but they are finer and more regular than
those that appear on a laid finish stock. This paper is also used
frequently for business stationery.

Coated One Side (C1S) & Two Sides (C2S)

This paper is commonly referred to as C1S (coated one side) or C2S (coated two
sides). In a C1S paper the coating has been applied to only one side of the paper.
C2S the coating is on both sides. Typically the coated side is glossy. You will find
this type of paper used primarily on postcards. It gives a glossy feel to the front
of the card while using the back uncoated side for addressing.

The Weight & Thickness of Paper
Grade

Weight

Finish

Parent Sheet Sizes

Opacity, Brightness
& Ink Holdout

Measuring paper weight can be a little confusing. In the U.S., we use what
is called Basis Weight because paper is sold by weight. Basis weight is how
much of a ream (500 sheets) of the basic size (parent sheet) weighs of that
grade. So, 80# (spoken as “80 pound”) Coated Text means that 500 sheets of
25”x38” parent sheets weighs 80 pounds.

Text

(25”x38”)

Index

(25.5”x30.5”)

Bristol

(22.5”x28.5”)

Measuring paper thickness is also called the Caliper of the paper and is
measured in points of 1/1000 of an inch. To use the example above - the
same sheet of 80# Gloss Text would typically caliper to .004, or “4 point.”

Cover

(20”x26”)

Bond

(17”x22”)

Paper Caliper/Weight Comparison Chart

Graphic and information on weights: Neenah Paper

CALIPER (point = 1/1000 in.)

Uncoated

Bond/Writing

.002

.0022 .0025 .00275 .0029

10# 11.5# 12# 13.5#

.003 .00325 .0035 .0037 .0038

.004 .00425 .0045 .0048

15# 16# 18#

20#

24#

50#

60#

Book/Text

.005

.0052 .0054 .0055

.006

28#

32#

70#

.0065

80#

.007

65#
90#

110#

Bristol

57#

67#

100#

125#

CALIPER (point = 1/1000 in.)
Gloss Book/Text

.002

.0022 .0025 .00275 .0029

.003 .00325 .0035 .0037 .0038

60#

Dull Book/Text
Gloss Cover
Dull Cover
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70#
60#

.004 .00425 .0045 .0048

80#
70#

.005

.0052 .0054 .0055

.006

.0095

.010

.011

80#

Index
Tag

Coated

.009

.0115

.012

.0065

.007

.0075 .0085

.009

140#
80#
150#
.0095

.010

.011

175# 200#
.0115

.012

100#
60# 65#

.015

100#

100#
80#

.013

100#
50#

Cover

.0075 .0085

80#

100#
80#

120#
100#

.013

.015

Opacity, Brightness & Ink Holdout
Grade

Finish

Weight

Opacity, Brightness
& Ink Holdout

The last three characteristics of paper are Opacity, Brightness and Ink Holdout. These are
important as they will affect the way art renders on the sheet of paper which it’s printed.
Opacity
Opacity is a measure of
transparency or how much
print shows through from one
side of the paper to the other.
Paper that shows nothing from
the other side is 100% opaque
(greeting cards, postcards).
Paper that shows everything
is 0% opaque (tracing paper).
Opacity is particularly
important if you are printing
on both sides of the paper, as
it can be unsightly, distracting
and hard to read if content
from the other side is visible.

Paper Brightness
Paper brightness is
measured using a
special blue light on a
scale of 1 to 100, with
100 being the brightest.
The brightness of the
paper affects contrast
and impacts how readable print appears - the
brighter the paper the
more readable it will
be. Brighter papers also
display ink colors more
accurately, vibrantly and
purely, as the less bright
papers are yellower,
muddying the colors

Ink Holdout
somewhat. This makes
brighter papers better suited for the best
quality printing used in
high-end advertising or
fine art reproduction.
Paper that is brighter
makes colors pop and
just looks better. A darker paper could be used
to make a certain type
of image have a darker,
more muted tone but in
general, brighter paper
works best for colorful
designs.

Ink holdout is the ability of paper to
prevent ink from penetrating into its
surface. Paper is porous, and the finish
of a paper will dictate the amount of ink
that is absorbed into the paper itself,
which impacts how a printed image
appears. Inks achieve greater levels of
gloss and better image quality when
they dry on the surface of paper, rather
than when they are absorbed.
Uncoated paper is the most porous, but
as the finish gets smoother, the more
ink holdout, and the brighter the image.
Coated papers are not nearly as porous
and images tend to be much brighter
because the ink dries on the surface
of the paper. Too much ink holdout,
however, can cause ink setoff.

Here is an example of ink holdout. On the left is a color swatch from an Uncoated
Pantone Color Guide. To the right is a color swatch from a Coated Pantone Color
Guide. The same ink is used on each, but you can see how ink holdout (or absorption
for uncoated) affects how the color is rendered to the eye.
Graphic Source: Sappi Paper

Graphic Source: www.USAonCanvas.com
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